
Everest Base Camp Trek via Gokyo Lakes - 19 Days
Everest Base Camp via Gokyo Lakes trek is one of the most beautiful walks inside the Sagarmatha National Park that 

takes you to both Gokyo valley and Khumbu valley which takes you to the less crowded trail with more astonishing 

sceneries.

Combing the large trek, we follow the alternative route of the classic Everest Base Camp trek, we initially walk to Gokyo. 

In Gokyo valley, we explore six lakes system of Gokyo; Gokyo Cho (Dudh Pokhari), Thonak Cho, Gyazumpa Cho, 

Tanjung Cho, Ngojumba Cho, and Kyajumba Cho, we hike to Gokyo Ri. From this vantage point, we will get 360-degree 

panoramic views great views of the four 8,000 meters peaks - Cho Oyu (8,261 m), Lhotse (8,516 m), Makalu (8,485 m), 

and, of course, the "mother of the world" Sagarmatha (8,848 m) - this is how the locals respectfully call Everest,  and 

several other massifs such as Pumori, Nuptse, and Ama Dablam.

Explore the glistening ice trail of the Cho La pass over a glacier before hiking to Kala Patthar, the famed Black Rock, as 

you savor the views of Everest, Pumori, Lhotse, Nuptse, and other peaks. We’ll then spend a thrilling day at the Everest 

Base Camp, and follow the classic trail down the mountain.

Enjoy every moment, follow the steps of our trained, experienced guides and get help from porters who help you each 

step of the way. Get an authentic experience of Himalayan vista, stay in the local yet quaint teahouses, and be 

accompanied by the friendly, welcoming mountain locals. Your trip is fully customizable - we love helping you make the 

memories of a lifetime.

An adventure to EBC via Gokyo Lakes begins with your arrival at Kathmandu. Spending a day in Kathmandu for 

sightseeing, acclimatization, and trip preparation, we will fly Lukla and begin our actual trek. In the initial days (till 

Namche Bazaar), we follow the same classic route of Everest Base Camp. The path diverges once from Namche Bazaar 

and we head towards Dole and Machhermo (Gokyo route) instead of Tengboche and Dingboche (EBC route).

Walking northwest lands with majestic views of the vast pastures, glaciers, small religious monasteries, and occasionally 

seen settlements, ultimately we reach Gokyo Lakes in the next few days. 

Here, before the village of Dole, we pass a mountain pass; Mong La Pass (3957m / 12982ft). Standing at the pass, we 

will get breathtaking views of Mt. Ama Dablam and Mat. Khumbila. The path now continues through rhododendron and 

pine woodlands.  

The next day, we will be heading to Machhermo. Today, the trail is quite gentle, and the views are unstopping. Today, 

we will begin to see Mt. Cho Oyu (8201m), the world's fifth tallest peak. Maccchermo is the pastureland having a couple 

of teahouses around for the trekkers and is a summer village for Sherpas.

The next day, leaving Machhermo, we continue our trek to reach Gokyo Lakes. Gokyo Lakes is a chain of five lakes and 
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some of them are frozen partially even in March and April. We will be staying at the bank of the third lake where some 

teahouses are built. All the lakes seem glimmering while sunshine. 

Early in the morning, we hike to Gokyo Ri, one of the most popular viewpoints in the Everest region. Standing at Gokyo 

Ri, we truly will have some of the best views of the entire Everest region. Some of the major peaks that will be in view 

include Everest, Lhotse, Nuptse, Cho Oyu, Pumori, and Makalu among plenty of others. Catching all those happy 

moments and sceneries in our cameras, we hike back to our teahouse and give rest to our tired muscles.

On our 10th day’s trip, we set a new journey and it will be a high mountain pass ultimately we will reach Everest Base 

Camp in a couple of days’ trek through Ngozumpa Glacier and several yak pastures. Eventually arrive at Thangnak, 

where we will stay for the night.

The next day, was a big day for us, and we will walk passing one of the highest trekking passes in the Everest region, 

Cho La Pass. This pass connects the Gokyo Region with Everest Base Camp; i.e. Gokyo Valley with Khumbu valley.  A 

portion of this trail requires you to walk on the glacier itself! By reaching Cho La Pass, you will have acquired more than 

2000-ft elevation, but then the way to our destination for the day Dzongla is downhill so, easier.

Next morning, we will hike to Lobuche and the trail is quite easier than the previous days. Today we will join the main 

trail of the classic Everest Base Camp trek. Now the Khumbu glacier accompanies us alongside the undulating trails for 

a while. Eventually, we reach Lobuche passing the memorials constructed to honor those who succumbed to this harsh 

terrain and spend overnight.

The thirteenth day will be special, exciting, and most important because, we will set our foot on the foot of Mount 

Everest, the tallest peak in the world. Initially, we hike to Gorekshep through the Khumbu glacier. Upon reaching there, 

we leave our belongings there and climb to Everest Base Camp.

Everest Base Camp is surrounded by high mountain massifs and glaciers. Stepping at the foot of the tallest peak is a 

remarkable achievement as it requires strong physical and mental effort. The entire experience you gained by coming 

this far will probably change as you become more determined and ambitious.

Spending every memorable moment at EBC, we hike back to Gorekshep and spend overnight. The next day, we hike 

early morning to Kala Patthar (5545m/18192ft). Kala Patthar is a viewpoint that witnesses the early sun rays hitting on 

Mt. Everest, Lhotse, Nuptse, and several other mountain peaks. The scenery looks dreamlike, and it transports you to a 

whole new world. It is the best place to click many pictures of the gleaming peaks and glaciers.

 Spending quality time on Kala Patthar, we trek back to Gorekshep. Getting breakfast there, we set a return journey. On 

the same day, we hike to Pheriche and spend overnight. We gradually be losing elevation, the path is substantially easy, 

and the trek should last about five hours. We will spend the night at Pheriche, itself.

The next day’s hike takes us to Namche Bazaar. Though Namche Bazaar has a lower elevation still, the trail is not 

direct, and you need to pass through several ups and downs. We gradually leave the mountains behind and move to the 
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lower lands and we will get to enjoy the last views of Everest.

On our sixteenth day, we wake up with the beautiful rays of the sun at Namche, get our first meal, and begin our last-day 

trek to Lukla. The path takes us walking through Dudh Koshi River Valley, crossing several suspension bridges and high-

altitude forests to reach our day destination – Lukla.

If everything goes as planned, we fly back to Kathmandu on the seventeenth day. A spare day is scheduled for rest in 

Kathmandu. Spending another night in Kathmandu, we leave you at Kathmandu airport for your international departure.
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PRICE INCLUDES
Transport

Private vehicle: Hotel and airport transfers

Flight: Kathmandu to Lukla and Lukla to Kathmandu flight

Accommodation

Four nights' lodging (twin sharing) in Kathmandu

Fourteen nights' accommodation (twin sharing) during the trek in local standard teahouses

Food

Breakfast while in Kathmandu

All standard meals; Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner during the trek

Seasonal fruits on the trek

Farewell dinner in one of the restaurants  in Kathmandu

Staff

English speaking Trekking Guide/leader: One guide for each group.

One assistant guide for every 6 trekkers including their accommodation, transportation, food, salary, transportation, 

and insurance.

Porters (ratio of 1:2 clients) including their accommodation, transportation, food, salary, transportation, insurance

Permits and Taxes

Sagarmatha National Park Entry Permit

Khumbu Pasang Lhamu Rural Municipality Entry Permit

All other government, local taxes, and official expenses

Others

A Gortex (100% Waterproof) Duffle bag to keep your personal belongings to be carried by the porter

Assistance in arranging rescue operations in case of complicated health conditions (funded by travel insurance)

Everest Base Camp trekking map, Outward Adventure t-shirt

Outward Adventure Appreciation Certificate after the successful trek

A first aid medicine bag in each group (carried by trekking leader)

PRICE EXCLUDES
Nepal Entry Visa Fees

Extra baggage check-in during the flight (Kathmandu-Lukla-Kathmandu) if more than 15 KG, 01 USD per KG extra, 
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can pay directly to the airline.

Extra night accommodation in Kathmandu due to early arrival or late departure, or early return from the climb

Personal expenses such as alcoholic drinks, shopping, snacks, boiled bottle water, hot (Tea/ Coffee) and cold drinks, 

hot shower, alcohol, Wi-Fi, telephone call, battery re-charge fee, extra porters, etc

Additional costs suffered due to causes beyond our control, such as natural disasters, weather conditions, itinerary 

modifications due to safety concerns, emergency evacuation, changes in government policies, strikes, and so forth

Tips for guides, porters, and drivers (Tips are expected and appreciated)
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ITINERARY IN DETAIL

Day 1: Arrival in Kathmandu (1,338 m/4,390 ft)

Day 2: A Day in Kathmandu: Sightseeing and Trek Preparation

Day 3: Fly to Lukla (2,800 m/9,184 ft) and trek to Phakding (2,652 m/8,700 ft): 9 km/3-4 hours

Day 4: Trek Phakding to Namche Bazaar (3,440 m/11,283 ft): 12 km/5-6 hours

Day 5: Acclimatization Day in Namche bazaar – Hike to Everest View Hotel: 2-4 hours of 

acclimatization hike

Day 6: Trek Namche Bazaar to Dole (4,200 m/ 13,780 ft) 11 km /5-6 hours

Day 7: Trek Dole to Machhermo (4,470 m/ 14,663 ft) 7 km / 5-6 hours

Day 8: Trek Machhermo to Gokyo Lakes (4800 m/15,744 ft) 5.7 km/4 hours

Day 9: Gokyo Valley: Acclimatization Day – Hike Gokyo Ri (5357 m/17,570 ft)

Day 10: Trek Gokyo to Thangnak (4,700m / 15,400ft) 3.7 km/ 5 hours

Day 11: Trek Thangnak to Dzongla (4,855m / 15,930ft) via Cho La Pass (5420m / 17,783ft) 16km/7-8 

hours

Day 12: Trek Dzongla to Lobuche (4,910m / 16,175ft) 8.3 km/ 4 hrs

Day 13: Trek Lobuche to Gorak Shep (5,185m / 17,010ft) and to Everest Base Camp (5,364m / 

17,598ft) and back to Gorekshep 15km/6-8 hours

Day 14: Hike to Kala Patthar (5545m / 18,208ft), hike back to Gorak Shep, and then to Pheriche 

(4,250m / 13,945ft) 9.6km/ 5-6 hours

Day 15: Trek from Pheriche to Pangboche to Tengboche and Namche Bazaar-15km/5-6 hours

Day 16: Trek from Namche Bazaar to Lukla-19km/6-7 hours

Day 17: Fly Lukla to Kathmandu (1,338 m/4,390 ft): 35 minutes flight

Day 18: Extra Day in Kathmandu
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Day 19: Final Departure (Airport Drop)
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